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ABSTRACT

The class of the models with periodically distributed frustration

is solved exactly. The obtained thennodynamic properties of the

models are similar to those observed in spin glasses and support

the hypothe ale of existence of the spin-glass phase In two dimensional,

random Ia.Ing systems.
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The models'with periodically distributed impurities aeem to give

a very promising approach to the solution of the still puzzled matter

about the existence of a spin glass phase in two dimensional laing,

random systems. The moat important question, one would like to

ansver for periodic modelB, is: how the frustration and frustration

induced disorder influence the thenaodynamic of the system?

la It possible to obtain the spin glass phase in aome periodic

lattices ?

Dp to now, there exist a few exactly solved models which give

a partial anaver for such questions. These are the Villain's add

model £ij and the antiferromagnetic triangular Ising model,

solved by Wannier [2] , Both of them are the 2-dimensianal fully

frustrated Iaing models and none of them shows a phaae transition.

Then, there are models proposed by Au-Yangt Fisher and Ferdinand £3j,

by Andre,Bidaux, Carton, Conte, de Seze £4j and by longa and Oles£57

( see alao P^kalaki £&J J. None of these shows a spin-glass phase

transition. Only a ferro- or an antiferromagnetic phase transitions

are observed. However, the influence of frustration manifests itself

in some effects, namely: the critical temperature is lower than that

for the pur* ferromagnet and the specific heat singularities,

although being of the same type as for the pure model have much

smaller amplitudes. Furthermore, the ground state Is highly degenerated,

which is reflected by nonvanishing entropy at T - 0,

The aim of this letter is to complement those results by

constructing the class of models with periodically distributed

impurities, which, as will appear iater; nave some similar

thermodynamic properties as the real spin glasses, namely:

(1J the absence of a sharp magnetic phaae transition and (2) the

short-range magnetic order at a very low temperatures - in the presence

of frustration.
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Let us consider Islng, square lattices (Figs. 1a,1b)with

nearest neighbours interactions through exhange forces equal to

either J (solid lines) or J1 (dashed linesV J"1 will be called the

defect bound. J Is assumed to be positive. The ratio J^/J of coupling

constants ia denoted by x.

For the first class of the lat t ices, the elementary cell

ia a rectangle of dimension (2k+i)*21, and the defect bounds are

distributed around the aides (?ig. 1a). For the second class of the

lattices the elementary cell is the same in shape, but of dimension

equal to m*2. The defects are distributed only on two opposite ,

vertical sidea (fig. 1b) . For(k,l)and m not too large I t i s possible

to find the all thermodynamic properties of the models by the use

of the well known dimer method [7]. â an example of numerical

calculations w« show in Figure 3 the dependence of cri t ical

temperature on the ratio x: for the models with k = 1 = 2,3. All the

rest of the calculations at nonzero temperatures which will follow, were

performed for k = 1 = 2,3,^ and for m = k.

When i ^ x ^ - 1 we observe a sharp ferromagnetic phase transition

at Tc^>0, which manifests i tself in the logarithmic singularity

of the specific heat. It means that the crit ical index oC *0

is the same as for the pure, square, Ising model. The crit ical

temperature Tc is lower than the one for the pure system.

For x—1 (the case with the presence of frustration) there i3

no magnetic phaae transition at T > 0. The specific heat becomes

an analytic function of T. Por the specific heatjonly a broad peak

at a certain, nonzero temperature can be observed. Such behaviour

of the specific heat indicates that there ia no long-range magnetic

order in the system. To understand these results, let us divide

the systems illustrated in ?Us. i(a),(b) onto disconnected seta

of spins separated by vertical strips composed entirely oi frustrated

cells. The width of a single set ia equal to either 2k (Fig.1a)

or n-i(Pig. 1b) . Because the hamiltonian ia invariant under the reverse

of all the spins in an arbitrary set, the spin-spin correlation

function for the spins belonging to the different sets is equal to

zero, i.e. such spins are uncorrelated. The magnetic correlations

can occur only within a given set in the regions where frustration

ia absent, so that the correlated spins lie inbetueen the thin lines

indicated in Figs. i(a),(b). For T»0 all the spins belonging to such

regions are ordered up or down. The above conclusions remain valid

for all th« models parametrized by k,l and m .

Becaus* at the fact, that the similar thermodynamic properties are

characteristic for the real spin glasses, the presented models

suggest that:

fi\ certain apin glass states can exist in regular, periodically

frustrated lattices ;

(2) the spin-glass phase may exist in two- dimensional, random,

Ising model.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pe.rt of the l a t t i c e for the models with k=l=2 (a) and with

m=3 (b) . Th« eleoentary c e l l o are indicated by ia t - i aahed l i n e s in

each case. Full bonds correspond to the exchange forces f ^ a l to J

and broken bonda oorreopcmd to the. exchange forces equal to J. .

Fm*tr«.tEi oo l l s ( for ths oaae, whan T, =. -̂ J ) ar« shadded*

Thin li-naa a011 f ine the regions in which -jpiiia at a vary low temperaturee

cor re la ted in the praBouce ol" f ru s t r a t i on .

C r i t i c a l tenperature versus tiie r a t i o of oaupliriu." const: t:j

1 » J / j for tho modelswtioh <?orxeepo»«i to ? ig . l ( a ) f
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